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3-LayerFunctional and innovative all-in-one solutions consisting of 3 layers.								
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Modul EVORobust all-rounder for all weathers. Combination of 3-layer outer module and summer module.								
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MODUL ACTIVEMaximum flexibility and comfort thanks to the combination of laminate and summer module								
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MODUL VISIONFunktionalität und Fahrspaß mit Preisvorteil, ohne Verzicht auf Qualität und Sicherheit.								
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SUMMERThe best way to enjoy summer on your motorcycle!								
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FUNCTIONAL UNDERWEARGreater breathability and optimum moisture transport.								
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ACCESSOIRESSTADLER quality down to the tiniest detail.								
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GlovesMore grip. More comfort. More safety.								
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HistoryStadler has stood for top quality and functionality in the manufacture of motorcycle clothing for more than 50 years.
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Custom ServiceWhether it's the individual design of your motorcycle combination or a perfectly fitting, tailor-made product. You'll find it here!								
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FAQ















WORTH KNOWING			


Basics – everything you can expect from our jackets and pants!




PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT FOR MOTORCYCLISTS (PPE)Our motorcycle jackets and pants are for your protection and are therefore certified as personal protective equipment for motorcyclists (PPE) according to the EN 17092 or prEN 17092 series of standards. The exact protection class is specified in the product description as well as on the label attached to the clothing.


PROTECTORSAll protectors that we use are CE-certified in accordance with EN 1621-1 (joint protectors) or EN 1621-2 (back protectors) respectively.

The position of the protectors on the elbows and knees can be adapted in order to ensure an optimum fit.


COMBINATION CONNECTIONIrrespective of the model and size, all our motorcycle jackets and pants can be connected with a 66 cm-long zipper.
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PREPARATION FOR CHEST PROTECTOROur POCKET CHEST PROTECTOR can be used with most of the motorcycle jackets in our range. Please refer to the product description to see which models this applies to.


PREPARATION FOR NECK RUFFMany of our jackets are equipped with press studs for fastening our SYSTEM or STORM II neck ruff. Please refer to the product description of the respective model for precise information


COLLAR SUMMER POSITIONAll our motorcycle jackets feature the option to fix the collar in an open position.


SLEEVE WIDTH ADJUSTERIn order to prevent the elbow protector from sliding upward, all our jackets can be adjusted in width on the forearms so that they are narrower.
The upper arm width can also be regulated.
There are different versions of the width adjuster depending on the model.
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WATERPROOF DESIGNED POCKETSMany of our models are equipped with pockets with a waterproof design. However, to prevent damage to valuable items such as mobile phones, documents, etc. we recommend that you stow moisture-sensitive items in the waterproof inside pockets.

Please note:
not every inside pocket (modular systems) is waterproof! In this case we recommend using our waterproof aLOKSAK "lucky bag".

Pockets with a waterproof design must be fully and correctly closed to prevent the penetration of water.
We accept no liability for damaged objects!


DISTANCE CONTROLPANTS
We use a special seat cushion in many of our models to protect the membranes in the highly stressed seat area of pants and to reduce the occurrence of a feeling of wetness.

JACKETS
In the back protector area of our motorcycle jackets we use a distance fabric that has been tried and tested in the outdoor sector. This guarantees good breathability and also increases cushioning.
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SOFT COLLARThanks to the use of special materials, our collars are extremely skin-friendly and very pleasant to wear.


HIGH-CUT WAISTBAND AT REARIn order to ensure the largest possible overlap of jacket and pants, our pants are fitted with an extra-high waistband at the rear. This also provides extra protection of the kidney region against heat and wind.
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PREPARATION FOR SUSPENDERS
Our motorcycle pants are prepared as standard for our DK suspenders.




SLEEVE AND LEG OPENINGSSleeve and leg openings are equipped with infinitely adjustable width regulators.
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ANTI-BACTERIAL LININGThe anti-bacterial mesh liner considerably reduces odors.


ZIPPERSDamage cannot be ruled out if zippers are actuated when very dirty (dust, sand, mud, etc.). In particular in the case of the waterproof YKK AQUASEL zipper, actuation when dirty can lead to it no longer being waterproof. Therefore, we recommend that you regularly cleanse zip fasteners of coarse dirt, especially those zips that are exposed.


REFLECTIVE MATERIAL – HIGHLY LUMINOUS COLORSWe use reflective material and/or highly luminous materials in many of our models. Highly luminous colors are more susceptible to UV radiation and therefore tend to fade faster. Color changes are not grounds for complaint!


IMPREGNATION OF THE OUTER MATERIAL
The outer materials that we use (including leather) are already impregnated. This prevents quick soaking and has a dirt-repellent effect at the same time.




CAREOur entire range of textile motorcycle clothing (with GORE-TEX membranes) can normally be washed in a household washing machine. The normal machine wash is preferable to dry cleaning. 
In this respect, please pay attention to our care instructions.

The sewn-in care instructions must always be followed!





High-tech in every fiber - textile materials




Due to its high resistance to abrasion, fabric made of polyamide (PA) is predominantly processed for motorcycle clothing. Since most of these fibers have a smooth surface, the seam pull-out strength (slide resistance) is very low. In order to prevent the pulling out of the seam, most of these fabrics are coated (often with polyurethane) or laminated (point attachment of a second layer of very thin fabric). Depending on the type and quality of this second layer, the water vapor permeability (breathability) of the fabric will be negatively influenced to greater or lesser degree. The best breathability is offered by the laminated material made of CORDURA® 500, which we use for GORE-TEX articles.  Here, the fine pores between the fabric threads are retained and ensure a high degree of breathability. This is bettered only by CORDURA® AFT (Air Flow Technology). Almost exclusively materials made of CORDURA® are used for the textile parts of our collection.
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CORDURA®: Hard in sport – indestructible on journeys





CORDURA® materials are an important component of sophisticated motorcycle clothing. Extreme strength and durability enable the design of high-performance clothing that is much lighter than the classic leather clothing. Motorcycle clothing made of CORDURA® materials is comfortable and strong and offers the wearer protection and comfort.






Properties:
Motorcycle clothing with CORDURA® offers

	High resistance to tearing and abrasion
	Exceptional stability to weight ratio
	Wide variety of design possibilities
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What is COVEC®?




COVEC® fabrics were developed to meet and even exceed the high requirements for the end product in its demanding application, be it for clothing, shoes, backpacks, tents or sails. Through the unique combination of different fibers and fabric constructions, COVEC® fabrics reach a peerlessly high level of resistance to abrasion, tearing, cutting and puncturing, depending on the specific end use.
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How does the TFL COOL SYSTEM® work?




The TFL COOL SYSTEM® is based on practical physics. Dark colors absorb solar radiation and thus heat up much more than light colors, which reflect up to 95% of the light energy. In the infrared radiation range, the light energy absorbed by the dark materials is transformed into heat. As a result, the material (leather) heats up and gives off this heat again to its surroundings (body). Materials equipped with the TFL COOL SYSTEM® do not absorb any solar radiation in the infrared range – in fact it is reflected. The consequence is that dark materials heat up much less thanks to TFL COOL.c
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NILLIT BREEZE – a "cool" fiber





Like a fresh breeze, the revolutionary NILLIT BREEZE yarn gives the wearer a refreshing and comfortable feeling when temperatures rise.






The cooling effect of NILLIT BREEZE can be attributed to 3 factors:

	Due to the flat cross-section and the resulting large surface area, body heat is quickly transported onwards.
	A unique polymer containing inorganic microparticles enlarges the surface area and forms small channels in order to promote cooling.
	Special textile processes enables the manufacture of a yarn with small dimensions, from which clothing with maximum breathability and ventilation is produced.


	helps to maintain a pleasant body temperature during/after physical exertion and in hot weather.
	optimally supports physical performance
	ensures efficient ventilation
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POLARTEC® WIND PRO®





Materials made from Polartec® Wind Pro® are extremely breathable and hold back four times as much wind as conventional fleece. It is a new "super fleece" that covers an unbelievably wide range of weather conditions. It is extremely durable and is suitable both for outer wear and for thermal insulation.






	wind-repellent
	warmth without weight
	water-repellent
	extremely breathable
	easy-care
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MICROFLEECE



Material 100% polyester
Microfleece is a fleecy, soft material roughened on one side. The material provides for a high degree of thermal insulation with a low weight. Breathability and the transport of moisture to the outside are ideal.

	fast moisture transport
	quick drying
	breathable
	high basic elasticity
	good thermal insulation
	anti-pilling
	ideal body climate
	light, soft, skin-friendly




schoeller® dynatec





schoeller® dynatec is the result of decades of research in the field of protective fabrics. The heart of the fabric is a nylon-based fiber (Dynafil TS-70) that exhibits excellent protective functions.






	tear-resistant
	abrasion-resistant
	durable
	water/dirt/oil-repellent
	high wearing comfort
	easy-care


We use dynatec® almost exclusively with woven-in 3M ScotchliteTM threads in order to increase visibility in the dark or poor weather conditions.
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From crash pad to protector




A declaration regarding the CE-tested protectors that we use can be found here.




	Protektoren-Sitz.pdf (394,2 KB)
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FIND YOUR DEALER                            

Are you interested in our products? Then get advice on our motorcycle clothing at your nearest STADLER dealer!
                            

To dealer search                    
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DIRECT CONTACT                            

Do you have any questions about our products? If so, you're welcome to contact our Customer Service
                            

To contact                    
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	Stadler GmbH
	Am Gewerbepark 7
	94501 Aidenbach
	Deutschland
	Phone +49 8543 96200
	info@stadler-bekleidung.de
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